Expression of regeneration-associated cytoskeletal proteins reveals differences and similarities between regenerating organs.
The unique events which allow regeneration of an entire organ to occur are formation of a specialized wound epidermis and accumulation of progenitor cells (blastemal cells) at the amputated surface to form a blastema. In order to identify some of the molecular events underlying the early stages of the regenerative process which are either common to different systems or specific to one of them, we have investigated whether molecules which are induced in limb blastemas are also expressed in skin repair and during regeneration of other complex body structures (lower jaws, upper jaws, and tails). In addition, we have addressed the issue of the identity of progenitor cells during jaw development and regeneration by analyzing the expression of limb blastemal markers in the developing head and face. We have focused on cytoskeletal components, and particularly on the epidermal keratin NvKII, the simple epithelial keratins 8 and 18 and 22/18, because they are among the few molecules which have been shown to be associated with regeneration in the limb and may play significant roles in various developmental processes. Some important findings emerge from this study: 1) Expression of the epidermal keratin NvKII, unlike that of its mammalian homologue K6, is not simply induced in response to wounding, but is associated with regeneration of specific organs. In fact, NvKII is expressed in regenerating limbs and tails, but not in upper or in lower jaw regenerates, demonstrating the existence of molecular differences in the composition of the wound epidermis in these systems. This, together with the fact that NvKII mRNA is regulated by retinoic acid, which differentially affects patterning of limbs and jaws, argues for distinct inductive abilities of the wound epidermis in different organs. 2) In contrast to the differential expression of the epidermal keratin NvKII, the regeneration-associated cytoskeletal molecules identified in limb blastemal cells are expressed in a similar fashion in jaw and tail blastemas. Therefore, it appears that similar cellular events lead to the establishment of an actively proliferating population of progenitor cells from the stump of different organs. Finally, the mesenchyme of the facial rudiments, unlike that of developing limb buds, expresses simple epithelial keratins. Thus, it appears that mesenchymal progenitor cells of developing and regenerating jaws are alike in regard to their intermediate filament content, and this may be related to nerve-dependent growth control of progenitor cells in different developing and regenerating systems.